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INTRODUCTION 

Ernest Kalilimoku left for the Samoan Mission in October 1948 and returned in May 
1951 (2 Vi years). The extra six months was allowed for the learning of the Samoan 
language. 

He and Elder Edward Keawe were the first missionaries from Hawaii. The benefit from 
his mission seemed to be that many of the members had been encouraged and eventually 
came to Hawaii to further their education. He knew most of the Samoans that were in 
Laie, and he felt that he had a great part in bringing these people to Hawaii because of his 
association and example. 

Leda Kalilimoku 

n 



My Name is Leda Kalilimoku, and I am interviewing my husband, Ernest Kalilimoku, 
regarding his mission to Samoa. It is 4pm, August 25, 1980 and we're in our home at 41-
147 Nalu Street in Waimanalo, Oahu, Hawaii. 

INT Ernest, will you tell us your name and your birthdate? 

EK My name is Ernest Moku Kalilimokui, I was born on April 7, 1923. 

INT Where were you bom? 

EK I was bom in Honolulu. 

INT What ward did you belong to when you received your mission call? 

EK I belonged to the Lanakila Ward. 

INT What was your occupation then? 

EK At the time, I was working for Honolulu Police Department. 

INT How did you feel about leaving for the Honolulu Police Department? 

EK I felt that I needed to give my time of my life sometime to the Lord, so I 
explained this to my superiors, and that were a little confused about why I was 
asking to be released from my job. And I told them it was desire to serve my 
Father in Heaven to be on a mission for at least two years of my life, throughout 
my life. They didn't quite understand because they didn't know about the Church 
at the time. But I told them that I belong to the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints. Then they sort of saw my picture about why I wanted to ask for 
release from the department. 

INT Where did you serve your mission? 

EK I served my mission in Samoa, both American and British Samoa. 

INT When you left Hawaii, did you go directly to Samoa, or did you go to the 
mainland first? 

EK When I left Honolulu I did go directly to American Samoa by way of, I think it 
was by way of the Air Force plane. 

INT Did you go by yourself? 

EK I left, yes, by myself. 

INT There weren't any other Hawaiians or anybody else going with you? 
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EK Now, I'm just wondering. There was one, Elder Edward Keawe. I'm just 
wondering if the both of us went together. Or I went ahead and he came after. I 
think he did come after. Just about a week after. When I arrived in Samoa, of 
course before I left I learned two Samoa words, and these two Samoa words were 
"Tofa" and "Talofa". "Tofa" means good-by and "Talofa" means hello. And so 
when I arrived in Samoa and got off the plane, I saw a whole bunch of people thee 
at the airport. Course I noticed the missionary who was there to pick me up. I 
think his name was Elder Barnes. And so he greeted me and right away I said, 
"Talofa", and he replied, "Talofa" and all the other people that were standing 
around there they looked at me like I must be some high hat Samoan, but the 
missionary the Elder told them, no, I'm Hawaiian. They looked at me, a 
Hawaiian, like never saw a Hawaiian before, and I guess they then knew that I 
was almost look like them, so I said "Talofa" and they all look at me and they 
answered "Talofa". And then when the missionary Elder told me okay where is 
your baggage they still over there, so we waited so we got the baggage we left so 
juts before we left I said, "Tofa". So there it shows so that already I'm already 
beginning to study the language, the first two words. 

INT Did they speak mostly Samoan, or did they speak English? 

EK They spoke all the time in Samoan, in Samoan. And only the few that knew 
English, I was able to communicate. 

INT So you had to leam the Samoan language? 

EK Oh, boy I had to leam the Samoan language. I was, sort of felt out place, my 
coming on a mission and not knowing the language. 

INT Was it hard? 

EK It was hard for the first six months. And how I learned was to read the Book of 
Mormon in Samoan and translate it from your English Book or Mormon and so 
that way I would compare this particular scripture and get the thought, knowing 
the thought in English and that's what it means or that's being said in Samoa, in 
Samoan. So, then I started to pick up words like the gospel, the Lord, the people, 
and it was right there and the word itself was right in there so I looked over into 
the English Book of Mormon and there was the meaning of the Samoan word in 
English. Course I had a Samoan language book with me to leam the fundamental 
words that I could start a sentence. So there were all that little in between words 
that were pretty hard to get used to it because it brings in the past and the present, 
so the vowels are involved, the consonants are involved and which one of those 
words in Samoan language would be consonants are involved and which one of 
those words in Samoan language would be the consonants, the vowels, and so I 
able to leam all that. So it took me nine months, when I actually now I can stand 
up and bear my testimony. For some of the other missionaries it took me six 
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months and they knew the language already. Of course, my age was not like at the 
time like those missionaries, you know were in their prime ability to leam the 
language real fast. But I could say that the Lord really had a hand in it. Cause I 
was there for a purpose so I asked him to help me so I could leam the language. 
I'd be able to speak to the people. I know several times I had to ask one of the 
Samoan brethren who knew English to translate my thoughts for me. I would 
write in English and then he'll translate it for me. But then certain times I would 
ask him to translate it while I would write it on the piece of paper for me so that 
peak for me so I could speak in Samoan, like I should in Samoan. 

INT Did you ever have any experiences where your lack of knowledge of the language 
got you in trouble in any way? 

EK Yes, I did, it was a coincidence. I was conducting the meeting, and so I stood up 
and was supposed to open up opening song and have an opening prater. We all 
sang an opening song. But when I spoke in Samoan language for the opening 
prater I said it in Samoan which it meant at the time I had no idea what it meant 
so I said. Later then I found out what I said. That I asked the brother to come 
forward to give the closing prater in Samoan. And so all the people were 
astonished by the way they looked at me. And the missionary, my senior 
companion he was there but he didn't say anything. He just smiled and nodded his 
head and the person that came up, gave the closing prayer, so the meeting started 
and ended right at the time when the individual Samoan brother came up and gave 
the prater and so the meeting ended. And we all stood up and thanked everyone 
for being here at the meeting. That was a very coincident one and that I later 
found out when they all stood up came to me. This was the best meeting of all. 
We came and all sang the opening song and then we had our closing prayer. 

INT When you talked to the children, did you talk differently to them than you talked 
to the adults? 

EK Oh, yes, that was, yes when you speak to the children you speak to them in their 
children language, but if I have to speak to an adult I have to leam to speak the 
adult language. In other words, there is more respect for the adult and there's also 
a respect for the children. The fact that you talk to the children their language, and 
if you use the language on an adult it sort of shows that it has some resemblance 
of disrespect. I guess when you get within the class of different Samoan group 
then this is what it takes that you speak the children's language, then you speak 
only to children. Then when you speak to an adult person, you try to speak the 
more matured language, more toward an adult than for a child. But, however, 
there is another group too, that I had to leam when I spoke to the chief, the talking 
chief or the chief of the village. That again that had there's a little more respect, 
much more respect in using different words, but has same meaning as if I were to 
speak to an adult person who does not hold any rank in Samoan culture of its 
customs. That was very.. .those words and if you notice that the haole 
missionaries when they spoke to the chiefs. A chief would be recognized when 
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spoken to by the chief language. An adult person would be recognized by 
speaking and using the adult language for adults just a father who has a family or 
any adult person like an adult matured person like 18 years old. That's what's 
considered matured language. But I guess eventually if you live among the 
children all the time you do speak the children's language. You bring yourself 
down to the children's language so that they understand more and get closer to 
them when you speak their language. Especially in classed there that's when you 
speak adult you class time or any church functions meetings that's it, adult 
language. It shoes you have more class; you have respect, three different groups 
of language to speak. When they hear the missionaries speak they say they surely 
are amazed that the haole elders speak the chief language as well as the adult 
language. That's what it's all about. These haole missionaries is a great testimony 
to those m=people because the haole elders leam the language four to five 
months, and some of them by the time they get through their mission they could 
be interpreter. They could sit there with the high chief, the talking chide and just 
talk away just like nobody's business. They leam the language so perfectly that is 
a testimony for those who have heard them speak when they first came and when 
they are about to return after their mission. That is a great inspirational testimony 
to those people down there. There was one time I noticed that the Mission 
President. We all went cause we were all invited to this home for Christmas day. 
We had Samoan feast prepared for all the missionaries that were there. And here 
was the mission president. He was the acting as the big chief cause he was the 
president of the mission and he had one of the missionaries to be talking chief and 
that missionary spoke fluently just like the other Samoan talking chief. I just sat 
there and listened. I just said to myself.. .1 said, "That haole elder is just like one 
of those Samoan natives, talking away using the chief language, and chief 
language- boy, those hybolic words they used. Oh my, you put two-three words 
together that's one word being said. They're long words and has terrific meaning 
to it cause it's so much respect, very much respect in the class of this group of 
people of Samoans. And I think this particular elder; I think he translated a lot of 
books down there. He had a book of translation. He did a lot of translating of 
church scriptures for the Samoan people down there, especially the lesson books, 
All the lesson books when they come, when we get the lesson books all in English 
and so only those Samoans that understood the English language, they would be 
the only ones. But then this haole elder would translate all of these lessons in the 
English language. 

INT Do u remember his name? 

EK I cannot remember his name. There was one, I know his name was Elder Bames, I 
think he came from Idaho, right, from Idaho. There was another one, Elder Smith, 
oh, he was the one, he was the one always with the mission president wherever 
the mission president went. 

INT He was the one that did all the translating? 
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EK He was the one that did the translating. Course the mission president knew the 
language but it was the custom going to a Samoan village. They were so amazed 
that I could just watch them, their eyes would get big, they sit up straight, 
straighten up, lean forward, ears just like they're flapping there with big elephant 
ears, boy they just listening. Then when the elder got through, then he would put 
the, I don't know, they have this little thing that they carry with them, so he puts it 
on his other side of his shoulder. That means he's all through talking. Only when 
the mission president has something to say, then he'll explain to them, then when 
he's all through talking, I don't know, it's made out of braided coconut fiber. So 
many put together and tied together, it's just like a wishy washy fly squatter 
(swatter) or something like that, but that's not what it is. It has a very superior 
significance to it. But our looking at it, that's to them it's not it's very significant 
thing to have. 

INT In Samoa it was a rather hot climate, so what kind of clothes did you wear? 

EK I wore my white shirt, tie on, that was our uniform. Course with dark pants, dark-
colored pants, usually I wear my khaki pants, white shirt, dark tie. Now this one 
time I walked down the village. This village, all these children, you know, kept 
following us, they were wondering, they were looking at me, they come up to me 
and look at me, size me up from my foot down to my head. So I was asking the 
other missionary, my senior companion what do these children look at me so 
amazed. And so he asked the children in Samoan. What is he, a Samoan, a high 
class Samoan or something, wearing shoes, white shirt with a necktie and a hat 
on. The elder said in Samoan, said "he's a missionary, he's a Hawaiian 
missionary." A Hawaiian missionary, oh Hawaiian missionary. So that's the way 
they thought I was, walking around in Samoan like a high class Samoan. 

INT How did the Samoans usually dress, then, if you looked so different from them? 

EK Well, they wear lavalava. They go to church all on Sundays, everybody. The men 
folk have white lavalava and white shirt. Some would wear neckties, but mostly 
everybody wouldn't be wearing neckties but white shirts. Especially only those 
who are some sort of missionary in their different churches. Because they had 
some Samoan missionaries that wore black tie, but that's the way they dress, 
white lavalava. If they have sandals, no sandals go barefoot, but it's amazing how 
they dress all in white on Sundays. If you look down the street that's all you see 
white and dark skin, dark tan, brown looking skin. Here they come walking down 
the road. Come to church. Everybody wearing that white lavalava and shirt all 
with the Bible in their hand. 

INT What did you do on your mission? 

EK What did I do? Okay, when I first arrived in American Samoa, I for about a week, 
I was just around the mission home most of the time trying to get myself adjusted 
or going along with the missionary to their tracting to the different meetings 
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because I was at the district with the district elder. There were several other elder 
with us-two, four, six, eight missionaries on the island. So I was the only 
Hawaiian missionary. Finally I was assigned to Mapusaga Fo, which was a 
village, church village that had to do with school and so my companion, I cant 
think of his name, he was a tall elder, so he took care of the , he was, we were 
assigned to the church village that had to do with this church village that had to do 
with this church village, and so this tall elder was assigned to be the principal of 
the school and I was assigned to be the farm supervisor, something like that, 
because at that particular village of the church they had coconut trees growing in 
this particular area that had to be picked everyday. So I was in charge of that, and 
so it's amazing how the boys and girls in the school there come to school, eaming 
their spending money. They would pick up dry coconuts, then would have them 
put all together in a pile until we would have enough coconuts to husk on one 
whole day. And after the coconuts meat is husked out of the shell, well, the 
coconuts are husked first. All that outer skin is taken off. Then that leaves just the 
shell. So amazing how the Samoans would just cut it, hit it on a certain spot right 
in the center of this coconut and it would split completely a clean split right in 
half. And so after it's out, it's in half. They would use a knife, a sharp edge knife, 
just dig into it piece by piece, as they go down toward the center, working their 
way down toward the center and all that coconut meat would come out. 

INT This was sort of like a labor mission then? 

EK Sort of like a labor mission and proselyting mission at the same time. Because we 
taught school. Imagine me, teaching school, and I'm teaching the eighth graders 
down there. Then I said to myself, I can just picture myself. Sometime I don't 
study my lesson, sometimes I do. And when I don't I get 'F' for grades, and here 
I'm teaching these children, boys and girls, geography, arithmetic, hygiene. All it 
would be about three o' clock, after school, 2:30. Then we'd get ready and go 
proselyting. So we had dual jobs doing missionary work. And most of those 
children that went to school there I (we) were assigned to when I came back from 
my mission they all came to school here- Church College of Hawaii, because I 
saw all of them. They're all here. Some of them are still here, they haven't gone 
back. Some had gone over to BYU in Provo and have gotten their education and 
have come home, but I don't think they went back to Samoa because I've seen 
them several times in the Temple. There's two of them I have seen who was my 
students I taught down in Samoa in Mapusaga village. There was Enosa, one of 
the boy's name was Enosa and another boy's name was oh, yes, I remember 
his full name now, Enosa Wilson. Now the other one is Opako, but I don't 
remember his first name. This is his last name. And they're both teaching school, 
imagine that. They're both teaching school, and I think this is what is mostly 
important that they should go back to Samoa and help the people of their kind 
there because now they have the education and someone to be recognized now 
through all that missionary work. Isn't that surprising? A testimony to you, to me, 
that these are the children of God, no matter what they at. It's just a time of 
learning. And so here these two boys have come all the way from Samoa, but I 
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guess they would like to live here in Hawaii. It seems like to them I can see why 
the living conditions are much improved. If rather they go back to Samoa and 
then with their upcoming children, then they would like to have their children live 
a better standard of life and here it would be that they have access to everything if 
they have the privilege to have to receive here in Hawaii. 

INT Did you help with any extra-curricular activities with the young people? 

EK Oh, I remember, this was in British Samoa. In the Siumu village. It was a 
beautiful village there. I'd like to explain a little about it. We had to take a shower 
out in the cool. There was no shower in the home and so we would walk about, I 
would say about 25 feet. There's this big swimming pool- spring water. And this 
is where the village come in to take their bath. However, when we went there 
were missionaries, whoever was in the pool, they would recognize us coming. 
And then we would slowly wait because they are all going to get out of the pool, 
and no one else was to be in the pool except only the missionaries. And so we had 
the pool all to ourselves, and they would sit up on the bank and just wait patiently 
white we took our shower, not a shower, now took our bath, so until we were all 
finished and would come out and put our lavalava on, we go in with out lavalavas, 
come out with our lavalavas, and we go back to out humble abode built of 
coconut thatch with bamboo siding for part of the room that we sleep in- on beds 
now. our floor would be laid in with a lot of these little black rocks. Hawaiians 
would call it iliili. Samoans also would call it iliili, little, shiny, flat, black rocks, 
smooth, so that was our floor. Course they would put coconut weaved leaves like 
a mat on these iliili rocks, but imagine, we had beds, we slept on beds. Me and my 
companion. Okay, now with this particular village. I had organized a group of 
boys and girls to leam to sing Hawaiian songs. Because I came from Hawaii they 
asked that they would like to sing, leam to sing Hawaiian songs. They asked me 
one night and I sang this Hawaiian song. I had a Hawaiian songbook with me that 
I took with me. What was the name of this song- Hawaiian collection? 

INT King's 

EK King's Hawaiian Collection, something like that. This is the book that I took with 
me not knowing that I was going to be teaching Hawaiian songs. But here it was, I 
had the book with me, so I sand this one song named "Kaleileionalani", and they 
heard me sing this song, and they were so amazed that the words sounded almost 
like the Samoan language, certain of the words. And so that created their interest 
and so they asked the Samoan Branch President at the time, who was lesi Purcell. 
And so the Branch President asked me, says the village would like to leam 
Hawaiian songs. I said, okay, fine, after the meeting I could teach them Hawaiian 
songs after the sacrament meeting. So I did. I taught them. Okay now, they said 
something about that they would like to continue learning the Hawaiian song, that 
if I had any more and I said, yes, I have more other Hawaiian songs that they 
could leam. So they suggested that they would come, wake up early in the 
morning about five o'clock and have the song practice, and I wasn't too eager 
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about that. When I got up the next morning, or not even up and here was a lot of 
voices. I heard a log of voices outside where we slept. And there was this one big 
building, of course within this one building half of the building was where we had 
our room. Half of the other side of the same building was open, and of course the 
Samoan houses are erected upright with a pole, a post, and each post would hold 
up this building, maybe about 24 maybe to 30 posts, depending on the size of the 
building. Well, here was this particular morning. Everybody was outside, sitting 
down, all waiting for me. And here was the knock at the door. I woke up, opened 
the door. To my amazement here was everybody was outside sitting down. All the 
children of the village that had to do with the church. 

INT Like how many? 

EK Oh, I would say about 35 of them, and all gathered in there, and I said, "Wow, 
what is this?" They said, well, we're here to leam like to leam the Hawaiian 
songs. I couldn't say anything then. I just looked from one end and went clearly 
around to the other end. As I went with my eyes looking at them from one 
person, two- three four, five, came to the other end. Boy, their eyes were so 
gleam, with a strong shinning light and I could just feel it as I went through. And I 
said, boy if they're up that early and eager to leam the songs of Hawaii, why 
should I? Why cant me? And so I went, I just told them to wait about give 
minutes. So I went in, got my book, dressed, and I came out. They had a 
blackboard, then I went from word to word. Okay, I organized this group so well 
in learning in Hawaiian songs. Then the next thought came to them to ask me says 
No, I had the thought and said, Okay, why can't I bring on th4e radio station in 
Samoa about seminary. What is seminary? And who is seminary for? These two 
questions. Maybe this should be able to help open up the mission that would be 
able to reach into the villages. And so the Mission President saw that it was fitting 
and proper that was something there, a message on the station, radio station, to all 
the Samoans. Oh, that I was real happy about, so I came back to the village, to the 
branch, and had a message for them, and they were real eager and already. And so 
they wanted to practice and practice until they knew they got it pat. So when we 
went, we decided to go. They all paid their own way. They had to ride on a bus. 

INT How far was it? 

EK The distance of travel I would say about.. .1 would say about 45 to 50 miles. And 
they were dedicated. They were. They were ready. So I took all of them, my 
companion and I. We went. They were ready. So, I took all of them, my 
campanion and I. We went. They sang. Course I wrote in English as to what was 
to say. Then I needed some help with Samoan language, so I could say it in 
Samoan. What was seminary? And who was seminary for? These two questions 
and between these questions I would have the group sing two Hawaiian songs, 
tow before of the first question, what is seminary, then two Hawaiian songs in 
between that, and then the next question would be, who is seminary for? Then 
after that be two more songs in Hawaiian to be sung. Now I don't quite remember 
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what the songs were. I know one song was "Kaeiliionalani" and "Hawaii Ponoi". 
Oh, there was another song. Oh, there was about two-four-six. I would say there 
were six songs that we sang, and you know when we came back that night. The 
next day my companion and I went proselyting. Right away they knew who I was. 
From a distance they would come up to me and tell me, oh, they had heard my 
program, and they know who I am. I'm a Hawaiian missionary, and they invited 
me and my companion to their village. And you know the custom down there; 
you don't leave the village until you have eaten. And just imagine us going 
proselyting every village in that area or every home in that village, we had to ear 
before we leave. We cannot say even we say no, thank you, and you know, the 
Hawaiian has that custom, too. They said that you don't leave until you have 
eaten. Now if we left, oh, they were angry, they would get real angry, so what do 
you do. Like they say, if you are in Rome, do what the Romans do. Well, we're in 
Samoa, so we do what the Samoans do, but we must remember the Church 
standards. We're there as missionaries, ambassadors of God, and by what 
example we had no problem getting to any village, because most of the villages, 
when you go in they belong to the London Mission Society. They claim that that 
is a church, but you know what the British are doing? They've brought that down 
to Samoa. They mother church is in England. They brought it to Samoa, and they 
use the word" London Mission Society." It's a society, it's not a church. But they 
teach the word of God. So this is what helped us to get into the village, oh, every 
village. We went we were welcome, so much, they want us to come back again. 

INT When you ate in their homes, what was the food that you ate, what was the diet? 

EK The diet was chicken, taro, cooked taro, cook palasami, which was the taro leaf 
with coconut milk in, and cooked in the Samoan style of imu which is above the 
ground, not like the Hawaiians. They dig the imu in the ground, then put the rocks 
in and then put the food on the top. This the same things, same way, but they do it 
on the ground. They cover with banana leaves, and that's it, and it'll go till it's 
cooked. It gets cooked, too. 

INT Did you have trouble eating this good in Samoa? 

EK No, I didn't have no trouble. That's just the kind of food I'm used to eating in 
Hawaii. But the missionary haole elder that they had quite the trouble trying to 
getting used to eating this type of food, but when they saw me eating, well they go 
ahead and ate and ate until they were used to it. But there was one incident, you 
know we sat there.. .this one particular village, when we sat there, no sooner I saw 
the chicken running across the yard, and then they were chasing the chicken, and 
they would hit it with a rock. I see the chicken just go down to the ground with its 
legs up in the air. That's it, it's all over. The next thing know her was the chicken 
in front of us in a cooked pot, in soup-like and a lot of onions, just boiled and 
cooked. There it was. We had to eat that-whatever we didn't eat, the family would 
have. And so, that is what it showed, that they would rather let the missionaries 
get the best of what they have, and then the leftovers the family would get. So 
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when we did that, we knew the custom, so we just ate just enough and the rest 
was for the family, just so we ate a little bit they were satisfied. And that was the 
thought. We didn't eat and eat until we were over filled with food. No, we just eat 
because we knew the next village would do the same thing, and by the time we 
were finished, if we visited four different homes, in that four different homes, we 
would be eating. By the time we get home we can just sit down and do all our 
studies. We don't need to cook, we don't need to eat, because most likely when 
we get home the missionary would have food of food. That's it. We eat taro, 
palasami. That's it. In this particular village, I like to eat raw fish, so they went to 
get a throwing net for me in the village. They knew of a throwing net. When I 
talked to them about a throwing net, they says, oh, there' a chinaman, a Chinese 
man who has a throw net. They went and asked this Chinese man for the net, and 
they brought it to me an they said, "Hey, here's a net." I look at it, I look at the 
eyes, I said, the eyes are small, just right for that fish they call, you know, the 
Hawaiian ok call it "pua" the small mullet, they call it " Pua". Okay, and that's 
what it was. There was a school over there. Oh, by the school you can see ripple 
here, and the next bunch rippling here, and the next bunch, just all over. You go 
with your net in about three feet deep, right at the mouth of the river. You now 
when the water goes out right at the mouth there all those little rocks all around, 
you know. And that's where all those little fish gather around, so you just walk in 
the three feet deep water and just stand there and choose which one of these 
schools you want to throw the net, and so I did. I just threw at any one of those 
schools and when I wanted to pull it out, oh, I had more than enough to eat. That's 
why I was just wondering when I mentioned raw fish, that was it they just went to 
get and here I went. I got all his raw fish, and they eat the raw fish with lemon. 
They put lemon juice on it. I just ate it the Hawaiian way, put salt, and you know 
get it all chopped up. Throw the hard away or course, clean the stomach. My 
missionary elder look at me and say "What are you doing? Well, cleaning the 
fish." "You are going to eat it raw?" "Yes, I'm going to eat it raw." So, I told the 
missionary, well, you might as well get used to it, you either get used to me or get 
used to eating raw fish. 

INT Other than this kind, you were fed a lot by the people, but when you were home, 
did you do your own cooking? 

EK Oh, yes, this companion of mine. He wrote home to his parents and sends him all 
these different seasonings. You know those that come in little bottles. All those 
different seasoning, oh, he likes his food with seasoning, boy he did cook and put 
a lot of seasoning in his food. He's a fat missionary, all right. He's cooking and 
all this seasoning his parents end him. He had it made over there. I had it made 
too. He was the cook. I eat. 

INT What about cleaning house, did you do your own cleaning or did you have 
somebody do this for you? 
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EK Oh, boy, we had somebody to clean for us. We were not spoiled, but it's just their 
custom that they want to do things like that for missionaries. They know the 
blessings if they do things for the missionary, cause that's their faith and 
testimony that we are the servants of the Lord there to preach the gospel and 
anything that they do, I mean anything, that we have that they can do, oh, they'll 
be so happy to do it, so we had a house boy. He would clean our house. He lives 
about three or four houses away from us, and he would come every day, clean our 
house for us, and he would ask us when we were going to do our proselyting work 
and when we would leave the house, and when we come home, he's there. He's 
done everything; sweep the house and even cook. When we get home, all cook, 
everything cooked. You se how spoiled we were down there. 

INT With this kind of food you ate, how much did your mission cost? 

EK Oh, I know my parents send me $25 a month and out of $25, that's it, and I had 
some money that I'd saved away and so, plus they sent me, I think I was $75 a 
month, it was about, it cost me about $50 a month. That's for food and board. 
Food and board. Of course, when we'd go to do shopping, I would tell the elder, 
we don't need this, we don't need that, but we do need this sugar, or cream, and al 
little fancy canned stuff, no, we don't need that. We have enough of that. Taro we 
have breadfmit, they give us to eat. Taro, and all this palasami, that's it. And fish 
that they catch in the ocean. That's it. We can survive on all of that. But if you 
want any more, then you go ahead and buy it. But I wouldn't buy any of those 
things. 

INT How many islands did you labor on? What were they? 

EK When I first arrived in Samoa, that was American Samoa in Tutuila, Pago Pago. 
Then, I was transferred over to British Samoa, which is Upolu, Apia, Upolu. The 
island itself would be Upolu. The capitol of Upolu would be Apia, and in Apia is 
where the mission home is, the headquarters of the mission work in Samoa, in 
British Samoa. And this is where the school was built just in back if the mission 
home. Now I understand that the Stake Center is built right next to the Mission 
Home itself. Or they may have town down the building or whatever, but I heard 
they have the Stake Center there. And then I was also transferred over to another 
island, a bigger island of the Samoan group, British Samoa, which the name is 
Savaii. Now this is strange. The word Savaii being the biggest island in Samoa, 
and so I got the idea that the biggest island in Hawaiian Islands is Hawaii. Just 
imagine now, the word Hawaii and the word Savaii. Don't they sound close? 
They do. Now the word "Sa" in Samoan is past, something of the past, and so of 
the past it shows that the Samoans may have left here and arrived on this big 
island. And this island is almost the same is the island of Hawaii. But they knew 
that that sailed and landed on this island and so they called it Savaii. That's a 
coincidence. And then we in the Hawaiian Islands we know the biggest island in 
Hawaii. Isn't it strange? 
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INT How did you travel between the islands? 

EK Traveled on the tugboat. This tugboat would be pulling; every evening would be 
pulling copra, known as copra boat. So this board would pull the barge full or 
copra, and we'd travel on this boat. And the captain would always look forward 
whenever there's a missionary he would always tell the missionaries, you can 
have my room. That's how much class the missionary has. Because he knew that 
we were men of God, and he knew who God was. So he wanted the missionaries 
to be at the front of the ship. His room was in the front of the ship. But I said, oh, 
no, thank you. I'll go up on deck and lie around and that's where I was just lying 
around. Tools, tossed tools the boat rolled so much, I got seasick, but after several 
trips over, no more seasick. 

INT Did you do a lot of walking on your mission? 

EK Oh, I did a lot of walking. On this particular island, on the big island of the 
Samoan group known as Savaii, I walked over this lava rock just like, just like if 
you were out on the ocean, on the sea on a boat and you see nothing around you, 
just water all around you, miles and miles of it, as far as you can see. Then you 
would see the sky and water meet together. Okay, this was almost the same thing, 
only we were on land. We were walking on lava rock. Now, there was no trail 
marking on this lava rock, but somehow the missionaries, there were two-four-six 
of us missionaries, had all gotten together. We were assigned, well, we were 
stationed on Savaii in one of the Church schools, know as, by name Viola. This 
church school was way up in the mountain area. Nice and flat area, overlooking 
the top of all the trees toward the beach. Well, anyway we left from this village. 
We had all our food, taro, palasami, breadfmit. That's all we had for lunch. And 
we traveled light, just our clothes change, for these was a conference, so we went 
with the District President, some of us, six of us elders all went, went to this 
particular village. We walked 25 miles on this lava rock, and the only way that we 
could find out that if we were on the right trail was to look at the ... .see, the 
whole lava rock was just black, black, solid black. Now for us to find out where 
we at, we had to look pretty close to the it would have little brownish mark on this 
black flat lava rock for miles and miles. Just like I said, if you're out in the ocean, 
you see the sky and the water meet together. That's how it was. You could see the 
sky meet down this lava rock. And so, we'd look down. 

END OF INTERVIEW 
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